Faculty Position

Forensic and Autopsy Pathology

University of North Dakota

Application site: https://careers.und.edu/jobs/clinical-assistant-associate-full-professor-pathology-grand-forks-north-dakota-united-states
Recruiting for Pathology Faculty

- Energetic, vibrant, and professional team of pathologists
- Autopsy and Forensic Pathology practice
  - Complementary areas (Neuropath, Peds Path) but NO general anatomic/clinical path; NO associated hospital
- State of the art facility, LODOX imaging
- New autopsy facility; NAME accreditation
- New medical school facility; University perks, sports, and events

We want people aspiring to more than “just autopsy”

- TEACH: Medical and graduate students; possible undergrad, MPH
  - Shape and develop curriculum
- RESEARCH opportunities - numerous collaborations, diversity, environment, epidemiology, bioinformatics, health equity
- PUBLIC HEALTH – program in school
- DEATH INVESTIGATION – Primary responsibility for 10 counties

Fellowship in Forensic Path with an MPH – Just approved

TOTAL INDEPENDENCE from law enforcement, judiciary ---but excellent, supportive relationships benefit office

North Dakota – shine like the Auroras

By the Numbers.....

- **Cases:** 420 -500 autopsies; Populations ~ 500,000; All hospital/private autopsies in region
- **Pathologists:** current 5; target 8; No pathology residents; 1 forensic fellow; 1 forensic MPH fellow Well staffed investigators and techs

- Tremendous case variety – urban, work, farm and recreational accidents; wide variety of natural disease - Low crime, low homicide rate, low court appearances (and they treat you professionally, with gratitude)
- Large SIMS center; ability to structure simulated educational models, vignettes, lessons
- On site histology; bioinformatics, research consultation/collaboration within department; ready consultation at UND
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MD or DO from Accredited School; Licensed as physician in ND, MN, SD. Completion Pathology residency; ABPath or equivalent, recognized by ND medical board. FP boards or Fellowship completion, pass boards in 3 years. Ability for driving license in ND or MN; passport to allow routine travel between US and Canada

Great salary (start 240,000 – AP/FP boards, no experience)

**Benefits:** Full, premium family health insurance; TIAA retirement 11 – 18%, high employer contribution; COL increases, historically ~3% annual; generous professional allowance for meetings, license, CME; free tuition for you; 50% tuition for family; cultural and sports activities in University, student, and faculty clubs

Fabulous group to work with; Low-crime, safe, “college town”; Low cost of living, wide variety of housing. Miles of trails and parks throughout city; short commutes in town (10 minutes); in countryside 20 minutes.

Make the most of your career, ambition and talents – make the call – join us now!

**mary.sens@und.edu**  [*https://med.und.edu/education-training/pathology/index.html*](https://med.und.edu/education-training/pathology/index.html)

**701-777-2561**  1301 N Columbia Rd Stop 9037 UNDMSMH Pathology Grand Forks, ND 58202-9037